ALONE WITH GRANDMA
Parallel activity for
1st OIKONET POSTGRADUATE WORKSHOP, 22 and 23 June 2017
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura (UPV), Valencia, Spain.

22 June
At registration: participants shall receive a color badge of sheet of paper identifying a group.

11h – “Meet my grandma”
Each participant shall present their real “grandma”. Groups of 3-4 pax (volunteered)

13h to 14h – “When I’m 64”
Simulation of disabilities. (Next to the restrooms, bar and canteen.)

16h - “A coffee… with grandma”
A question/ scenario will be given, to develop a narrative.

19h -19h45 – “ Alone with grandma”- Role-play presentation.
Role-play activity that seeks to demystify some prejudices and help participants to improve the formulation of problems and to design for our/ their own future.

23 June

11h – Results - Slide presentation, during coffee break.
Collaborative conclusions and new questions for future
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